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PROPERTY P AND DIRECT INTEGRAL
DECOMPOSITION OF W-* ALGEBRAS

PAUL WILLIG

Abstract. If ft is a W-* algebra on separable Hubert space H,

and if ft(X) are the factors in the direct integral decomposition of

ft, then 6°= {x| ft(X) has property P} is ^-measurable, and ft has

property P iff ft(X) has property P /¿-a.e.

Let ft be a W-* algebra on separable Hubert space H. Let ft

have direct integral decomposition into factors

ct = J©a(x)M(áx),

where K denotes the underlying separable Hubert space of H. We

assume that the reader is familiar with the notation and methods of

[7, Chapter l] and of [8].

We establish the following notation for this paper, fti denotes the

unit sphere of ft, and 11(0) denotes the unitary operators in ft. Z

will denote the center of ft (Z consists of all diagonal operators in

B(H) [7, Theorem 1.5.9]). fi(ft) denotes the set of all nonnegative

real-valued functions on 1l(ft) which vanish except at a finite num-

ber of points and which satisfy ^u&up-) /( U) =1. We call the finite

set of U such that /(t/)^0 the support of /. We write f-T =

XWu<a)/(C) UTU* for T(=B(H) (or TGB(K) if we are dealing with

ft(X)).
If L is a separable Hubert space, let 5 denote the unit sphere of L

and let {x¿} be a fixed dense sequence in S. If d denotes the metric

of [7, Lemma 1.4.8] which defines the weak topology on bounded

sets in B(L), then, defining W(A) =d(A, 0), we have, for a bounded

sequence Tn, that ÍTn—>0 weakly iff W(Tn)—»0. Moreover, if U is

unitary, Wu(A) = W(UA U*) also determines weak convergence to

0. We use this fact below in Lemma 3.

It follows from [8, Lemma 1.5] and from the proof of [8, Lemma

3.5] that there are countable sequences AnG&i (AnE.ñ[, Z7„Ell(ft))

such that for ju-a.e. X the sequence ¿t„(X) (Añ(k), t/„(X)) is strong-*

dense in  ft(X)i (ft'(X)i, ^((^(X))). Moreover (see remark after  [8,
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Lemma 2.2]) we may assume that all operators we deal with are

strong-* continuous.

Our aim in this paper is to study property P of ft in relation to the

factors ft(X).

Definition 1 [7, p. 168]. ft has property P (property CP) if for

every T(E.B(H) (every 7"£Z') the intersection of the weakly closed

convex hull of K(T) = { UTU* \ U^M(a)} with ft' is not empty.

For a factor, property CP is simply property P. We shall show

that this is always the case, and we use this to prove that ft has

property P iff ft(X) has property P ju-a.e.

Lemma 2. Let (B be an Abelian W-* algebra on separable Hubert

space L. Then (& has property P.

Proof. By [7, Lemma 2.1] (B is generated by a Hermitian operator

A. We may assume that <r(A) C [0, 1 ]. Letting Et denote the spectral

projections of A, it is clear that (B is generated by the increasing

sequence of finite-dimensional *-subalgebras fBm generated by

{Et\t = n2~m, » = 1, 2, • • • , 2m}. Hence (B has property P [7, p.

168].    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. If & has property CP then ft has property P.

Proof. Suppose ft has property CP. Let TÇzB(H) be given. Since

we are dealing with weak convergence on bounded sets of operators,

it follows from Lemma 2 (with 03 = Z and H=L) and our hypothesis

that there are sequences /*ES(Z) and gk&(&) and operators A

6Z' and A'Ç^a' such that/*■ T-^A weakly and gk-A-*A' weakly.

Define W as above for L=H, and let Bk =fk• T and Ck=gk-A. Then

W(Bk— .4)—K) and W(Ck-A')^>0. It suffices to show that given e>0

there is fe£S(ft) such that W(h- T—A') <e in order to conclude that

ft has property P.

Given e>0, we can find gk such that W(Ck — A') <e/2. Let the

support of gk consist of m operators. Then we can choose fk so that,

for each U in the support of gk, Wv(Bk — A) <e/(2m). It follows that

W((gk-Bk) - A') <e.

Moreover, if we put h = gk*fk (convolution) then gk-Bk = h-T and

AGS(ft).    Q.E.D.
We now come to our main results. In the remaining portion of this

paper, W is defined as above for L — K, and S denotes the unit sphere

in B(K).

Theorem 4. <P - {X| ft(X) has property P} is p-measurable.
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Proof. We shall give a measurable characterization of the set

(P'=A — (P. We begin by considering a W-* algebra (B on K which

has property P. Given TES, it follows that there are/fc£8((B) and

-B'£(B' such that /*• T= Tk—*B' weakly. Since bounded sets are

weakly compact and since W determines weak convergence on

bounded sets, this is equivalent to the statement that, if B'n are

dense in ($,[ then there are B'„t such that W(Tk-Bnk)-+0. Next,

suppose { Un} are dense in U((&). Then it is easy to see that we may

assume that the support of each /* is contained in { Un} and that

the values /( Un) are rational. This is the key to our theorem.

Let $ be that subset of S(ft) consisting of / with support contained

in the set \Un} and whose values f(Un) are rational. Clearly ÍF

is countable. For each /Gff and each pair of positive integers

(k, m) define a subset E(f, k, m) of AXS consisting of pairs (X, T)

satisfying  the  following condition,  where  by   (f-T)(K)  we  mean

'ZunfiUn)Un(\)TUnÇk)*.

(1) W((f-TK\)-A¿(\))^l/m.

Each set E(f, k, m) is closed. It follows from our remarks above that,

if we let 7T denote the projection of AXS onto A, then (P' differs by a

¿i-null set from the set

(00 CC \

u n n E(f,k,m)\
m=l  t=l JE.F I

E is ¿i-measurable by [7, Lemma 1.4.6] and the theorem follows.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 5. ft has property P iff p(P') =0.

Proof. Suppose p(P') >0. Then it follows from our last proof and

from [7, Lemma 1.4.7] that there exist an integer m>0, a set F of

positive measure, and a ju-measurable operator-valued function

T defined on F such that (X, 7\X))G-E(/, k, m) for each /Gï and

each k. Extend T to all of A by letting 7\X)=0 if XÇJE.F, and set
T=fA®TCK)ß(d\). Then TEB(H)i and, if ft has property P,
there are functions giGfi(ft) and an operator ^4'Gfti such that

gk-T^A' weakly. By [8, Lemma 1.7] and [2, Corollary III.6.13]
we may assume (gk-TÇz.71 for each k) that (gk- T)ÇK) — A'ÇK)—»0

weakly /i-a.e. In particular this must be true for ju-a.e. X in F, which,

by our remarks beginning the proof of Theorem 4, contradicts the

fact that (X, T(X))GE(/, k, m) for each /Gï and each k and all

XG.F- Hence ft does not have property P.
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To prove the converse, it suffices by Lemma 3 to show that if

P-(P') =0 then ft has property CP. We may restrict our attention to

rezi, with r=/i0r(X)/í(áX). By [7, p. 228], [8, Lemma 1.7],
[2, Corollary III.6.13], and the remark following [8, Lemma 2.2]

we may assume that A is compact and that TÇK) is strong-* con-

tinuous in X. Moreover, since p.(P') =0, we may assume that ft(X) has

property P for every X (see remark following [7, Corollary 1.5.10]).

Thus given any integer m and any X£A, there are /GSF and A't such

that

W((f-T)(\)- Ak'(\)) <\/m.

By continuity each such inequality holds on an open set, and by

compactness there is a finite cover by such sets. Hence there are

disjoint ju-measurable sets Fi such that A = U?=i Fi and such that for

each Fi there are/i£iF and A'ti for which

W((fi-T)X - AU*)) < V«   for X £ Fi.

We now show that there are &£S(ft) and ^4'£ft' for which

W((h-T)(\) - A'(\)) < 1/w   for every X.

It then follows that ft has property CP, and our theorem is proved.

For convenience of notation, assume A = FVJG, with/, g and A'¡, A'k

as above. Let Vi, • • ■ , Vn be the support of/, and let Wit • • • , Wm

be the support of g. Define unitaries J/,-,3- by £/¿,y(X) = F¿(X) if X£F

and Wj(K) if X£G. Define h with support on the Ui,¡ by h(Ui,¡)

=f(Vi)g(Wj). Define A'Ea' by A'ÇK) =A'}(K), X£F and A'ÇK)
= A't(k), X£G. Then it is clear that h and A' give the desired result.

Clearly the construction does not depend on the number of sets Fi,

and our theorem is proved.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6. If âis of type I, then ft has property P.

Proof. It suffices to note that each type I factor on K has property

P. This is clear for B(K) and for finite-dimensional factors, and the

general result follows, since property P is a *-isomorphism invariant

[3], from the known structure of type I factors.    Q.E.D.

Schwartz introduced property P in [5], [ó] as a property of

hyperfinite factors. Since Powers has constructed a continuum of

hyperfinite type III factors [4] and Ching has constructed a con-

tinuum of type III factors not having property P [l] and therefore

not hyperfinite, the following corollary has some interest.
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Corollary 7. Let & be a W-* algebra on separable Hubert space H.

Then there is a projection EGZ such that &e has property P and such

that (B = ft/_£ contains no central projection F?¿0 for which (S>F has

property P.

Proof. Let E be the projection induced by the characteristic

function of (P.    Q.E.D.
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